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Dorset – Acute Reconfiguration

Overall vision and aims
Our vision is to ensure safe, high quality 
sustainable care by implementing Dorset’s 
Clinical Services Review 

To do this we will need to:

Deliver a Major Planned and a Major Emergency Hospital

Draw down the £147m allocated to Dorset for Acute 
Reconfiguration from Department of Health

Engage patients and staff to deliver new clinical models in the 
most economically viable and cost effective way, crossing 
organisational boundaries



What will we spend the money on?
Our Future



A. Poole Hospital Theatres, 

B. Essential Services Laboratory (ESL)

C. Urgent Treatment Centre (UTC)

A

B

C

▪ Fewer cancellations due to 
emergency admissions

▪ A systematic and 
predictable workflow

▪ Increased patient safety 
through reduced variation

▪ A clear and sustainable 
pathway for patients

▪ Improved staff morale and 
job satisfaction

▪ Better organised staffing 
models

▪ Reduction in variable costs

Our Future: Poole Hospital site 



Our Future: Royal Bournemouth Hospital site

▪ All emergency treatment from this 
site – trauma, medical, elderly and 
surgical. 

▪ Inpatient Haematology & Oncology 
beds, comprehensive range of 
obstetric services. 

▪ All inpatient Paediatric services 
from this site 

▪ Considering options for the future 
location of child development 
centre.Viewpoint To New Main Entrance & Drop Off (Artists Impression)



Timeline





2023

2019October 
2018 Hospital Masterplan for 

Emergency & Planned 
Care Sites Complete

2020

March 
2019

Detailed Estates Designs 
of Hospital Complete 
(1:200 Scale Drawings)

April 2019
£147m Capital Outline 

Business Case Submitted 
to NHSI for Approval

June 2019 
Planning Application 

Submitted

November 
2018 

Appoint Principal Supply 
Chain Provider  

April 2020
£147m Capital Full 

Business Case Completed 
enabling construction 

work to commence

January  
2020

Formal start of Competition 
Markets Authority review 

process to assess the Merger 
proposals

July 2020
Merger complete and 

commencement of 
workforce integration

February 
2019

Care Pathway Redesign 
work commences

June 
2020

Construction Work Begins 
and continues 

One Acute Network
East Reconfiguration Roadmap Version 2.1 July 

2019
Please Note: Dates Are Indicative 

October 2019 
Planning Application 

Granted

2022
2023 

RBCH Big 
Build Complete

2021 
RBCH Pathology  

Hub Complete

2022 
Poole Theatres 

Phase 1 complete Poole Theatres 
Phase 2 ‘Fit Out’ 

complete
2024

2024 
RBCH wards 

Complete

2025
+

Planned & 
Emergency 

Hospitals Created

2025 

2021

2025 



Lessons to share



Lessons

• Personal resilience

• Build in time for writing, modelling & reviewing

• Realistic Timescales

• OBC Checklist Compliant

• Close working relationship with NHSI Colleagues

• Involving the people who will review the case as soon as possible

• Follow the advice you have been given by the NHSI team 



Next Steps

• Alterations and Questions are required by the reviewers 

• OBC to IRG, DQPC, DHSC and Treasury 

• FBC Line by line review

• FBC Approvals Process

• Relationships with NHSE/I 



Questions?



Top Tips
Work with your regional teams, currently they are the first reviewers of the case and will assist you to navigate 
the approvals process.
Introduction – ensure there is a table showing the Capital Resource Limits

Introduction - Ensure you include the amount of capital required for the case and the funding sources and amounts
Delegated authority - ask the Board to give delegated authority to a board member e.g. Director of Finance, 
allowing them to approve any changes to the business case. This saves time and avoids the need to re-submit to the 
Board in the event of any changes required.
Tables/graphs:

Ensure these have titles and are numbered, and that they are not split over more than one page where 
possible. 
Use same table header style consistently throughout.
Ensure the units of measurement are clear (e.g. £/numbers of patients/activity units). 
Ensure the totals add up for all rows/columns.
Ensure any minus figures are shown correctly and consistently so that it makes sense if the rows/columns are 
added up manually.

 Year Year Year Year Year Total 
 £m £m £m £m £m £m 

CDEL 
Impact 

      

 



Top Tips
Paragraphs – these should be numbered to facilitate cross referencing (particularly helpful if there 
are any subsequent queries as these can be identified easily).
Page numbers and headers – Please ensure all pages are numbered and a header is on each page 
showing the name of the Trust and the title of the case
Abbreviations/definitions – always state the full name before subsequently abbreviating it and 
ensure a glossary is included which covers key terminology. The case should be easy to understand 
by whoever reads it, so avoid assuming the reviewer knows what something means and always 
clearly explain it in plain English.
The 5 case model – the structure of business cases can mean that different sections are reviewed 
by different people. Therefore, please ensure you have communicated the key points in each 
section – it may seem repetitive but is important as reviewers may not see the whole document. 
We recommend inserting a title page with a few paragraphs at the start of each section.
Accounting treatment – this should be clearly stated (e.g. on/off balance sheet, impairment levels 
etc). If impairment levels appear high, it would help to show comparisons of other projects to 
justify.
Procurement – if NHS Procure 22 is being used, please justify why it has been selected over other 
procurement methods, otherwise the case may be queried/delayed.
Optimism bias – this should be clearly justified (and should reduce as the business case process 
develops).



Top Tips
Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM) – requirement is ‘Excellent’ for new 
builds and ‘Very Good’ for refurbishments. If these levels cannot be obtained, an explanation should be provided and 
submitted to NHSE&I colleagues at the earliest opportunity. This enables them to discuss the requirements with the 
national team and seek a decision on whether it would be acceptable. Further information on BREEAM can be found 
at this link: https://www.breeam.com/discover/how-breeam-certification-works/
Asset life – usually 60 years for a new build. If this differs in the business case, please provide a justification.
Letters of support:

These are required from relevant entities (e.g. other trusts, CCG’s, NHSE/I etc) if the case would affect more 
than 10% of their activity.
The letters must be written by the supporting entity and be very specific eg ‘affects XX number of beds costing 
XX’.
They must be physically signed, and a PDF copy sent from the Trust to NHSE/I (not sent directly from the 
authors).

Outline Business Case (OBC)/Full Business Case (FBC) – please be aware that if the decision is taken to compile the 
OBC and the FBC concurrently, there is a risk that changes may be required following submission of the OBC. Such 
changes may have operational and financial impacts on the resulting FBC.
Checklist – please ensure all points are sufficiently covered in the business case. Formal submission is required from 
the Senior Responsible Officer (SRO) to the Director of Finance for NHSE/I unless the case is under £15m and working 
from a short checklist.

https://www.breeam.com/discover/how-breeam-certification-works/


Top Tips
Names – Please ensure the only person named in the case is the SRO.
Consistency of numbers in reporting- capital plans are expected to be consistent between business cases and 
monthly reporting unless there’s a specific reason why not. This is something the NHSE/I team will specifically check 
for. 


